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Preface

Genetics is an important science in medical sciences. It deals
with transmission of characters from parent to offspring
known as heredity. Characters are transmitted by a factor
called gene and reach generation to generations. Students of
biomedical laboratory science have to get chances of taking
this course, to have skills and knowledge on genetic
influence of life and later advances in medical genetics and
molecular biology. Combination of different books have
been used to prepare this lecture notes, books of
biochemistry, cell biology, medical genetics, have been
fundamental books of references while preparing these
lectures. These notes can be used by other students in health
sciences and biomedical sciences. They were prepared based
on contents of genetic module in biomedical laboratory
science for undergraduate level.
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0. INTRODUCTION TO GENETICS

Genetics is the study of how characteristics are
transmitted from parents to offspring and trait are
transported by means of genes. Transmission of
characters from parents to descendents known as
heredity. Genes composed by sequences of nucleotides
coded for particular proteins. By means of the processes
of meiotic division and sexual reproduction, genes are
transmitted from generation to generations.
Augustinian monk, Gregor Mendel took big
responsibilities of developing the science of genetics.
Mendel did his genetic experiments, in the 1860s and
1870s; consequently scientific world denied his work up
to the beginning of 20th century. Guidelines and
principles demonstrated by Mendel are known as
Mendelian genetics or classical genetics to be
distinguished from molecular genetics. Mendel believed
and confirmed his genetic theories saying factors pass
from parents to their descendents, but he did not
discover about DNA as important genetic material.
10

Modernizations of science (modern scientists) confirm
and accept that genes are made of segments of DNA
molecules that manage and control hereditary
characteristics within living organisms.
Most of metazoans organisms possess cells of diploid
type. Diploid cells possess pair of chromosomes, from
both parents, means that each parent sends one. For
instance, human cells have pair of chromosomes and the
totals of 23 pairs of chromosomes are found in human
cell nucleus. It is understandable also for us to know
that human cell nucleus has unpaired 46 chromosomes.
Within a diploid cell, we only count two genes for each
trait or characteristics. The process of preparing sexual
reproduction, the diploid number of chromosomes is
divided and and become a haploid number. It is known
that reproductive cells are formed through meiosis and
the process ends up in meiosis II which give 4 new cells
that are haploid in nature, and these haploid cells known
as gametes or sex cells. During sexual reproduction,
gametes come together and form a diploid condition.
During sexual reproduction, offspring receive one
gene of each type from each parent. The different types
of genes are known as alleles. It has to be understood
11

that that genes are composed by alleles determining
each trait observed in humans, these alleles are shared
by both parent for an offspring to have two characters,
and descendents inherit their parent for each character.
The assemblage of genes determining traits of an
organism is called organism’s genome. The human cell
genome consists of 20, 000 genes. The composition of
genes of a living organism known as a genotype of that
organism. In a person, a genotype consists of two alleles
for each trait, and those alleles are from both parents
and each works independently according Mendel’s law.
The gene expression is called the phenotype of a living
organism. Gene expression leads to gene to participate
in certain traits. This expression helps gene to facilitate
in determining that we always observe in living
organisms. Nothing can happen out of gene expression
as everything is specified through gene expression
The two components of paired alleles may be
identical or different. We refer to the term homozygous
when identical alleles are determining a particular
characteristic.

In other contrast way, the term

heterozygous is said when two non identical or different
12

alleles participate in determining a particular trait.
Alleles express themselves in homozygous individuals
while in heterozygous interact one another and in most
of cases one is expressed which lead us to term
dominant.
During expression of genes, when one allele
expresses while other does not, the expressing allele is
called dominant allele and the one without expression is
known as a recessive allele. Actually alleles that
dominate, they always express themselves but those
which are recessive express only if exist together in an
individual. Thus, a person possesses free earlobes can
have one allele that dominate or two alleles that
dominate, while a person having attached earlobes have
to be with two recessive alleles.

13

1. BASIC GENETIC PRINCIPLES AND
MECHANISMS

I.1 Synthesis of proteins and RNA
1.1.1. Introduction

It had been discovered by scientists early in 20th
century that proteins pray an important role in cell
metabolism activities. Proteins were known to be
important in catabolising organic molecules in terms of
creating essential energy for cell activities. They also
contribute in assemblage of simple molecules to
complex molecules and cell structure. The knowledge
of enzymes came in 1878 and was explained as catalyst
of biochemical reaction in cellular activities. However,
scientist showed well that enzymes are proteins. As
proteins

facilitate

cellular

14

activities,

others

are

components that make most cell parts like cell
membrane, cell pores, cell shape, and other different
parts

of

the

cell.

Protein

synthesis

requires

manbiochemical processes, and all coordination is
under control of nucleus. DNA its self cannot complete
the action and process of protein synthesis, it in this
process where DNA create RNA to participate in
protein synthesis activity. However RNA itself is
synthesized from nucleus.
1.1.2 RNA synthesis
Transcription is the process by which RNA strand
synthesized from a DNA template.

A gene's protein

building instructions are transcribed to messenger RNA
(mRNA). mRNA transport the code from DNA to the
ribosome where translation into a protein takes place.
Transcription takes place in three phases:
1. Initiation
Binding of RNA polymerase to DNA at the specific
sequence of nucleotides known as the promoter. The
promoter has an initiation site where transcription of

15

the gene begins. RNA polymerase comes as facilitator
in unwinding DNA at the beginning of a gene than
unwinds DNA at the beginning of the gene.
2.Elongation
One of unwound DNA strands participates as a
template for the synthesis process of RNA. RNA
polymerase have to add nucleotids on DNA template,
remember that there free ribonucleotides triphosphates
from

the cytoplasm

commplementary
template.RNA

base

are

paired

on

polymerase

the

up with their
exposed

facilitates

in

DNA
joining

nucleosides to produce messenger RNA strand. RNA
polymerase continues its activity and transcribed DNA
re-wind to form its double helix

3

Termination

RNA polymerase continues its activity of elongating
until arriving the terminator, a specific sequence of
nucleotides that signals the end of transcription.

16

Transcription ends and mRNA polymerase and the new
mRNA transcript are produced from DNA. The DNA
double helix reforms. The termination sequence usually
consists of a series of adjancent adenines preceded by a
nucleotide palindrome. This gives an RNA molecule
that assumes a stem-and loop configuration. This
configuration stops RNA polymerase from transcribing
any further.

1.1.3 Protein synthesis

We scientifically know that DNA contained a
sequence of bases and encoded analogously. Protein
synthesis and genetic code that regulate protein
production are all found in DNA strand regions. It has
to be known that protein synthesis passes through
17

different processes. The genetic code is not coded in
strand. Protein is synthesised and accomplished in the
process known as translation. Genes responsible in
protein synthesis express their order and messenger
RNA (mRNA) formed, by then, messenger RNA
translate for protein production. It is in this process of
translation where messenger RNA, transfer RNA and
ribosome combine together to produce protein. Transfer
RNA immensely contributes in protein synthesis due to
its huge role in communicating in nucleotides sequence
of messenger RNA

to appropriate amino acid

sequences. These sequences union form proteins within
the cell. It has to be understood by biological scientist
that transfer RNA has amino acids on its attachment of
one site end, and has anticodon in the middle which
notices the area of codon on messenger RNA.

Messenger RNA gets different modifications and
changes after his trip from nucleus to cytoplasm. Introns
sections that are not coded for amino acids must be
removed and replaced by adenine on one end and
guanosine triphosphate cap on the other end. The added
18

sections are responsible for protection of messenger
RNA ends. After modifications, messenger RNA enters
translation phase. Translation phase passes in three
steps:

Initiation: this is the process in which subunits of
ribosome bind to messenger RNA.
Elongation: This is the process by which ribosome
moves with messenger RNA molecule to join amino
acids and form polypeptides.
Termination: this is the process by which ribosome
attain its stop codon and release proteins.

19

Translation

Initiation

Initiation is the first stage of translation. It begins
with attachment of small subunit of ribosome to
messenger RNA and during this attachment, the initiator
transfer RNA binds to specific codon sequence of
messenger RNA. By then large subunit of ribosome join
and 2 sites formed, site A and B. A chain of peptide will
be produced because t RNA will continue binding on
codon sequence, and this is a peptide bond connecting
amino acids of peptides in A site and P site.

20

Elongation

Elongation happens due two specific causes,
ribosome are in messenger RNA, t RNA continues
binding on codon sequences and translocation will be
created in P sites and create an elongation of amino acid
chain will continue growing.
Termination
Ribosomes are responsible to translate m RNA until it
reaches stop codon and after here protein in the form of
polypeptides can be released. This end will end by other
several forms of modifications to make normal proteins
from peptides. They will be useful in in different parts
of the cell such us in cell membrane, cytoplasm and
others

21

1.2 Replication and reparation of the DNA

1.2.1 DNA replication

DNA is important materials in both animal and plant
cells. They contain all genetic information of the
individual which later transmits to offspring or
descendents. Cell duplication leads to division of two
daughter cells, and this is done through mitosis or
meiosis accordingly. Each new daughter cell formed by
means of cell division need the same components from
their mother cells. The way of DNA duplicates is named
DNA replication. This replication of DNA in nucleus
controls if new daughter cells have appreciate number
of chromosomes. Replication is done for cell growth,
repair and reproduction in different organisms. As well
as cells are mature to produce new cell they pass
through this process of replication and this also is
applied to reproduction living organisms. It has to be
understood by scientist interested in genetics DNA
replication is done before cell division so that all new

22

daughter cells get necessary components as new cell
share the same characters with their mother cells.
During this process different biochemical functions are
done. Helicase is a protein that destroys bonds between
two strands of DNA, and this leads to formation of new
DNA for new daughter cells.

1.2.1.2 Phases of replication
Phase 1: Replication Fork Formation
DNA gets ability of replicating due unzipped strands
leading to formation of two single strands.

As

molecular structure of DNA showed us, it has bases that
facilitate its molecular bonding structure. Those bases
are adenine (A), thymine (T), cytosine(C), and guanine
(G). They form pairs between themselves and form
bonding, which can be broken to unwind DNA.
Important enzyme to cut off this pairs is called DNA
helicase, this enzyme is responsible in disrupting bonds
between hydrogen within base pairs and separation of
strands occur in Y shape conventionally called
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Replication fork. By then the beginning of replication
come from this point leading to formation of new DNA.
Phase 2: Primer Binding
Previously, two separated strands have been formed
separately, the following is RNA primer, which binds to
the 3’ end of the strand, and this is the first point of
replication and this is coordinated by enzyme called
DNA primase. It has to be explain that each strand
DNA has its base sequence,
Phase 3: Elongation
Both strands have their corresponding base patterns
and serve like templete. For each strand, the bases
match with the free floating nucleotides found inside the
organism cell following the nucleotide base pairing
rules to establish the hydrogen bonding between a
separated strand and a new matching strand. The
possibility of this is facilitated by the DNA polymerase,
an important enzyme that plays an important function as
sewing machine in facilitating how strands can be
matched together and also plays an important role in
zipping those strands.
24

Step 4: Termination
This is the last step of DNA replication. The two
strands are now available and other reaction continues
for making original DNA. An enzyme known as
exonuclease participate in removing RNA primers from
mother DNA. And possibly these primers have to be
replaced by bases. It is not only removing RNA primers
but also other part of exonuclease controls errors for
making correction if errors occurred during replication.
DNA ligase also is other important enzymes and its
union with Okazaki fragments helps in forming single
unified strand.
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1.2.2 DNA repair

DNA repair is a process by which a cell identifies
and corrects damages of DNA molecules encoding its
genome. Actually DNA is exposed to degrading agents
and cause damage to its healthy state. Things like
oxidation, UVR, ionizing radiation, phenol/chloroform
extraction, mechanical shearing, formalin fixation (post
extraction), or long term storage, are DNA degrading
agents. DNA replication is a long process and may
bring different mistake that lead to problems and errors
can be occurred. This is why self reparation is essential
after this important action done inside individuals DNA.
By then, identification of two damaging ways can be
understood; one is damages from environmental factors
and others damages can occur during DNA replication.
It leads to serious problems with the absence of errors
correction as it directs to mutations and other
consequences. During DNA repair curious to identify
the two terms is essential, those terms are mismatch
repair and nucleotide excision repair. Mismatch
repair is recognition and reparation of DNA damages
26

occurred during DNA replication while nucleotide
repair refers to DNA repair mechanism by correcting
errors from UVR.
1.2.2.1 DNA Replication and errors

DNA replication is a difficult process and cannot miss
barriers and consequences, but errors can directly occur
because of insertion of wrong base done by DNA
polymerase. Absence of correction of occurred mistakes
during DNA replication may mostly lead to heavy
consequences including cancers. Repair mechanisms
and process has ability to correct mistakes, and rarely
miss-correction can occur, and when not corrected,
genetic mutation can occur.
Many of the mistakes found during DNA replication
are well corrected by DNA polymerase which
responsible in proofreading the base that has been added
in incorrect way. During this process of proofreading,
the DNA polymerase controls or reads the last added
base before it adds the following base and correction
can be done at this point. The polymerase do a serious
27

verification and check whether the new added base has
paired in correct or incorrect way with the base in the
template strand formed during replication. If it is found
that the correct base added, and the next nucleotide is
added and continue in this way. If there is unmatched
base added, , the enzyme performs the action of cutting
at the phosphodiester bonding structure and remove the
incorrect nucleotide. This is performed by the
exonuclease action of DNA polymerase.

There are errors that missed correction during
replication process, this errors have to be corrected after
completion of replication, and this type of reparation is
known as mismatch repair. Enzymes responsible for
DNA repair after replication take over control of
incorrect added nucleotides and remove them, and
replaced by the correct base. In case of these errors stay
28

uncorrected, it seriously orient to eternal damage and
later to serious health problem.

1.2.2.2 DNA damage and Genetic mutation

We cannot scientifically confirm that DNA replication
only cause mutation in DNA, as there other mutations
due to exposure to environmental conditions. Exposure
to different chemicals, UVR and others like X-rays.
These environmental agents also can destroy DNA and
get damaged which bring an individual to genetic
mutation. Incorrect base substitution may occur due to
this exposure and lead to problems and reparation is
29

done through a process called nucleotide excision
repair

1.3 Genetic recombination

Genetic recombination is a process by which genes
recombine to form new gene combinations which is
different from their parent. This process of recombining
genes occurs during meiosis, the type of cell division
leading to gametes formation. Genetic recombination is
factor of genetic variation for livings that reproduce
through sexual reproduction.
30

1.3.1 Chromosome structure

Chromosomes are found in the nucleus of living cells
and are created through chromatin. Chromosomes are
single-stranded and composed by centromere region
that facilitate connection between both long arm and
short arm of a chromosome. During cell divisions
chromosomes duplicate by means of DNA replication to
be ready for cell division. Every duplicated part of
chromosomes has two equal and identical chromosomes
named sister chromatids and all joined by centromere.
When cell is under division two produce new cells, each
new chromosome gets one chromosome from each
parent, and these chromosomes are the same, they are
homologous, and share all characteristics and located in
the same centromere.
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1.3.2 Crossing over
crossing over is the process of exchanging genetic
information by means of chromosomes between two
chromosomes and form chromatids that are not identical
and these chromatids

contain important

genetic

information and materials of gametes, during this

32

process all genetic exchange are done and can been seen
in the new cell.

1.3.3 Meiosis at Work
Genetic information is found and stored in important
of nucleus called chromosomes, the winded bundle
of genes, which are known as segments of DNA coded
for appropriate works and functions or characters of a
living organism. Various species possess number of
chromosomes and human is known to have 46
chromosomes. The growth of the body, old skin or hair,
require duplication of cells through mitosis as somatic
cells divide through this type of division. Copies of
these 46 chromosomes are done before a cell divides in
two daughter cells. But this may be different on
meiosis, meiosis is a type of cell division which is
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applicable in gamete cells and will differ from mitosis.
Meiosis is done in steps and those are meiosis I and II
1.3.3.1 Meiosis I
Crossing over is done in prophase I of meiosis. All 46
chromosomes duplicated and become 92, it is like in
mitosis, but for meiosis they directly begin forming
gene swamps before dividing in two daughter cells.
The chromosomes are crushed together, and the process
of genes transfer one to another begins happening.
Division of cells after crossing over, those 92
chromosomes are found each one a half, and each
daughter cell gets her 46 chromosomes. Each new cell
formed gets its number of chromosomes with different
combination of genes.
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1.3.3.2 Meiosis II
During meiosis II, the 46 chromosomes are not
duplicated. Instead, the cell divides into two daughter
cells, each with 23 chromosomes. Each chromosome
now has a different combination of specific genes due
to crossing over in meiosis I, and each gamete
represents a completely unique combination of genes.
This halving occurs so that if an egg and sperm combine
one day during fertilization, the offspring will have a
complete set of 46 chromosomes.

35

Questions for evaluation

1. What do you understand by term genetics?
2. Explain how cross over helped to understand
genetic transmission of diseases?
3. Mention the role of the following:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

DNA polymerase
RNA polymerase
Helicase
Transfer RNA
Messenger RNA

4. What is the difference between:
a) Transcription and translation
b) Duplication and cell division
5. Explain the process by which:
a) Enzyme synthesized
b) RNA synthesized

36

6. DNA replication is done through different
phases. Mention those phases and explain what
happen in each phase.
7. a) What is crossing over?
c) At which type and stage does crossing over
take place?

37
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2 MENDELIAN INHERITANCES

The strong breeding experiments of the monk Gregor
Mendel in the mid‐1800s brought visible changes in the
science of genetics. He did different researches in the
science of genetic and published his works and died
later in 1884. His works helped different scientists
especially those who wew interested in plant genetics
and has been cited by botanist in year of 1900 and come
to scientist of this era who are still citing his work. This
respected scientist in the science of genetic has been a
pearl for genetic inheritance, and his findings has been
confirmed by other research institutions and scientists
have used his theory to explain their researches.

By

his

period,

Mendel's

inserted

the

big

understanding in scientists brain who were interested on
genetic inheritance. By this time, scientists were
40

immensely knew that descendants gets characteristics of
their parents, however, Mendel used his experiments to
bring contrast theory of what scientist used believing,
Mendel with his experiment of breeding said and
concluded that the particle that passed from parent to
offspring through gametes, are mainly responsible for
physical characteristics of an individual and continue
generation to generations. Mendel showed that an
offspring may possess two factors each one from every
parent, he was hypothesizing, and later through his idea
it has seen that he was mentioning genes with alleles.
Mendel's law of inheritance
Mendel himself did not put out the last decision and
conclusions like principles in genetic of inheritance,
although researchers have mentioned that are good
guidelines to keep as principles in inheritance.
Researchers reviewed his early experiments and put out
the results of his work as laws and are still the work
from Mendel.

41



Segregation: In diploid organisms, chromosome
pairs (and their alleles) are separated into
individual gametes (eggs or sperm) to transmit
genetic information to offspring.



Dominance: A

dominant

allele

completely

masks the effects of a recessive allele. A
dominant allele produces the same phenotype in
heterozygotes and in homozygotes.


Independent assortment: Alleles on different
chromosomes are distributed randomly to
individual gametes.

42

Questions for evaluation

1. Taking hybridization in a trait such as the color
of the flowers of a given plant species (red
dominant/ yellow recessive) with condition of a
pair of distinguished alleles, think one result
image and tell us about phenotype results in
generation one(F1) and generation 2 (f2)
produced by f1 crossing genotype. Explain the
proportion of both f1 and f2.
2.

A geneticist took
his experience in plant breeding tall and short
plant. The result of first generation shows that
all plants are phenotypically tall. The crossing of
first generation produced 4000 plants in total
mixed tall and short. Within tall plants 1/3 of
them was tall both phenotypic and genotypic
consideration.
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a)

Calculate

the

number of plants that are tall considering
phenotype
b)

Calculate

the

number of plant that are tall considering both
phenotype and genotype
c)

Calculate

the

number of plants that are short considering
both genotype and phenotype.
d)

Calculate

the

number of plants that are hybrid considering
genotype.
3.

Differentiate
dominance allele and recessive allele

4.

Mention

and

explain Mendel’s law as the father of genetics
5. Black and white coloration in cows is dominant
to brown and white. Black and white cows were
crossed over several years and the following
progeny were produced: 8 black and white and
3 brown and white. What is the most probable
genotype of each parent?
What is the expected genotypic and phenotypic ratio
expected for the progeny in the previous question?
44

6. A certain type of congenital deafness in humans
is caused by a rare autosomal dominant gene. In
a mating involving a deaf man and a deaf
woman, could all the children have normal
hearing? Explain.
7. In a cross between homozygous wild-type
female Drosophila and yellow-bodied males all
of the F1’s were phenotypically wild type. The
F2 generation (resulting from matings of the
F1’s) had 356 wild-type offspring and 123
yellow bodied offspring. However, all 240
females were wild-type and of the 239 males,
116 were wild-type and 123 were yellow bodied.
How is the yellow-bodied trait inherited?

45
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3. SEX DETERMINATION HUMANS

In human beings, sex is determined by genetic
inheritance. Genes inherited from the parents determine
whether an offspring will be a boy or a girl. Genes for
all the characters are linearly arranged on chromosomes.
These include the genes for sexual characters.
Generally, characters related to the reproductive system
are called sexual characters and those that are not are
called vegetative characters. The chromosomes that
carry genes for sexual characters are called sex
chromosomes, while those that carry genes for the
vegetative characters are called autonomies. A sex
chromosome that carries the genes for male characters
is called Y chromosome and one which carries the
genes for female characters is called X chromosome.
Humans are born with 46 chromosomes in 23 pairs.
The X and Y chromosomes determine a person’s sex.
Most women are 46XX and most men are 46XY.
47

Research suggests, however, that in a few births per
thousand some individuals will be born with a single
sex chromosome (45X or 45Y) (sex monosomies) and
some with three or more sex chromosomes (47XXX,
47XYY or 47XXY, etc.) (Sex polysomies). In addition,
some males are born 46XX due to the translocation of a
tiny section of the sex determining region of the Y
chromosome. Similarly some females are also born
46XY due to mutations in the Y chromosome. Clearly,
there are not only females who are XX and males who
are XY, but rather, there is a range of chromosome
complements, hormone balances, and phenotypic
variations that determine sex.
The biological differences between men and women
result from two processes: sex determination and
differentiation. (3) The biological process
of sex determination controls whether the male or
female sexual differentiation pathway will be followed.
The

process

of

biological

sex

differentiation

(development of a given sex) involves many genetically
regulated, hierarchical developmental steps. More than
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95% of the Y chromosome is male-specific and a single
copy of the Y chromosome is able to induce testicular
differentiation of the embryonic gonad. The Y
chromosome acts as a dominant inducer of male
phenotype and individuals having four X chromosomes
and

one

Y

chromosome

(49XXXXY)

are

phenotypically male. When a Y chromosome is present,
early embryonic testes develop around the 10th week of
pregnancy. In the absence of both a Y chromosome and
the influence of a testis-determining factor (TDF),
ovaries develop.
•

Chromosomal sex is
determined at
fertilization where as
sexual differences
begin in the 7th week

•

Sex is
influenced by
genetic and
environmental
factors
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•

Females (generally XX) do not have
a

Y

chromosome

(generally

XY)

and
have

Males
a

chromosome as illustrated below.
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Y

SEX DIFFERENTIATION

•

In early embryo there are two
internal duct systems
–Wolffian (male)
–Müllerian (female)

•

At 7 weeks, developmental
pathways
sets

of

activate

different

genes

Cause

undifferentiated

gonads

to

develop as testes or ovaries
determine the gonadal sex of
embryo.
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Appearance of “uncommitted” duct
System of embryo at 7 weeks

Y chromosome present
Y chromosome absent
Testes
ovaries

Ovary

Testis
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Genes on the Y chromosome
these genes cause the indifferent gonad to
develop as a testis

Sex determining region is the SRY gene
Once

testes

develop

they

secrete two hormones

–Testosterone
–Müllerian

Inhibiting

Hormone (MIH)

Females Develop in the Absence of Y
•

Embryonic gonads develop into an ovaries

•

Testosterone not produced
– Wolffian system degenerates

•

MIH is not produced
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–

Müllerian duct system
develops to form oviduct,
uterus and parts of the
vagina
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Questions for evaluations

1. What do you understanding by the term sex
determination?
2. Within cell division, one type of cell division is
responsible in gamete formation, mention it and
state its phases leading to gamete formation.
3. Do you confirm that male and female always
have XY and XX chromosomes? Explain you
scientific answer.
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4 MULTIPLE GENES AND ALLELES

4.1 Multiple genes

Polygenic inheritance refers to inheritance of traits that
are existed and brought by

more than one gene.

Meanwhile, this kind of inheritance is different from
those of Mendelian laws that assume that a trait is
developed by single and one gene. Multiple traits
possess different possible phenotypes that are seen by
interconnection of different alleles. Examples of
multiple inheritances that are under control of more than
one gene includes traits such as skin color, eye color,
hair color, body shape, height, and weight.
In multiple or polygenic inheritance, the genes
responsible in contribution of a trait have equality to
influence and their alleles have an additive effect.
Polygenic traits do not show complete dominance like
is done in Mendelian traits, although it shows
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incomplete dominance. Within incomplete dominance,
one allele does not completely dominate or mask
another. The phenotype is a mixture of the phenotypes
hereditary transmitted from the parent alleles.

Examples of multiple genes inheritance

Eye colour
Eye

colour is

among examples

of multiple

inheritances. Eye colour is influenced by different genes
and around 16 genes participate in eye colour
determination. Inheritance in Eye colour hard and seems
to be complicated. It needs the involvement of different
genes for the eye colour to be clear. Brown colour
pigment, black and dark and others are all essential and
genes will enter participation. Some of genes that
contribute to eye colour have been shown in
chromosomes. Those are (OCA2 and HERC2). And
others many genes participating in eye can directly play
a role in skin colour determination.
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4.2 Multiple Alleles

Genes are essential elements of genetic material that
transmit characters from parent to offspring. Each trait
of our body is controlled by genes. There different traits
that are transmitted by genes. Multiple alleles is kind of
inheritance that involves multiple alleles. It is different
with mendelian laws because it involves 2 alleles,
however, many traits are controlled by many alleles.
This may bring more than 2 phenotypes that can happen
on individual.
The human ABO blood group is an example of
multiple alleles. Humans can have red blood cells that
are of type A (IA), type B (IB), or type O (i). These three
different alleles can be combined in different manners
following Mendel's Laws of Inheritance. The resulting
genotypes make either type A, type B, type AB, or type
O blood.
Type A blood is a combination of either two A alleles
(IA IA) or one A allele and one O allele (IAi). Similarly,
type B blood is coded for by either two B alleles (IB IB)
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or one B allele and one O allele (IBi). Type O blood can
only be obtained with two recessive O alleles (ii). These
are all examples of simple or complete dominance.
Type AB blood is an example of co-dominance. The
A allele and the B allele are equal in their dominance
and will be expressed equally if they are paired together
into the genotype IA IB. Neither the A allele or the B
allele is dominant over each other, so each type is
expressed equally in the phenotype giving the human an
AB blood type.
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Questions for evaluation

1. Differentiate multiple alleles and multiple genes
2. How do you consider alleles of the same genes?
Do they have the same responsibilities in
determining a certain genetic trait?
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5 GENE STRUCTURE, EXPRESSION AND
GENETIC DISORDERS, GENE REGULATION

5.1 Gene expression
Gene expression is a process through which genetic
code is used to guide protein synthesis and cell
structure.
Gene expression is done in two steps:
Transcription:

this is the process by which

messenger RNA is produced.
Translation: this is the process by which messenger
RNA the use of mRNA enters its way of synthesizing
protein.
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A structural gene involves a number of different
components:


Exons: exons code for amino acids and
collectively facilitate in determination of amino acid
sequence of the protein product.



Introns: Introns are portions of the gene that do
not code for amino acids, and have to be removed
before translation of messenger RNA in protein.
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Gene control regions







Start site. This is a starting site for transcription.
A promoter. This is the region with a few
hundred nucleotides of the gene. It cannot intervene in
transcription but participate in managing and controlling
transcription of genes.
Enhancers. Some transcription elements bind
at this region and support in increasing transcription
site.
Silencers. This is the side by which transcription
factors bind to depress the rate of transcription.

5.2 Genetic disorders
Genetic

disorders

are

conditions

caused

by

abnormalities in the genetic material contained within
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our a human cells. Most of these genetic abnormalities
are seriously lead to complications like cancer, and
others lead to several other serious health conditions.
Genetic disorders are transmitted from parent to
decedents.

In our understanding we have already

notified about human genome and gets understanding to
genes, their expression and regulation, how interaction
is done in genetic disorders.

On the diagram you find genetic disorders and their
genetic abnormalities that are causes of those disorders.
What is necessary is to know how these diseases come.
Management is done to some genetic disorders but
others missed any possible management.
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Questions for evaluation

1. What is gene expression?
2. What are steps of gene expression?
3. Mention and explain gene control region
4. Mention some of genetic disorders and
their causes
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6. GENE AND CHROMOSOMAL MUTATION

Mutation is a change that occurs in chromosomes or
genes of living cells. This may happen during DNA
replication or influenced by environmental factors. It
may be transmitted to offspring and from generation to
generations.

6.1 Gene mutations

Gene is a genetic material and a part of DNA
residing in chromosomes. We say gene mutations due to
changes happen in nucleotides sequences in DNA.
These changes are very dangerous and bring serious
effects to nucleotide pair. DNA is a set of polymer of
nucleotides that are jointly formed during DNA
replication. When protein is under synthesised, DNA
undergoes transcription

to produce RNA called
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messenger RNA which later undergoes translation to
produce proteins. Any change to the sequence of
nucleotide leads to the fail of protein formation and this
causes serious mutation within genes. There two types
of gene mutation:

This diagram is clarifying gene mutation
6.2 Chromosome mutation

A chromosome mutation is referred to us as
unchangeable changes that face chromosomes of living
cells. These changes are mostly influences by problems
that can happen during meiosis which is a type of cell
division leading to gamete formation. It may even
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happen due to mutagens like chemicals, radiation, and
others. Mutation in chromosomes can be a leading
cause of changes in number of chromosomes within a
cell

without

neglecting

effects

on

chromosome

structure.
6.3 Chromosome structure

Chromosome is a long, angular total of genes storing
heredity information (DNA). It is known that their
formation comes from chromatin, which is a set of
genetic material and DNA is a component of it, and is
coiled around protein called histones. Chromosomes
reside in the cell nucleus and its condensation happen
before the cell enters its division. A chromosome
without duplication is a single strand and its connection
is assisted by centromere, a region that facilitates
connection of two arm regions. Those arms are named
conventionally where short arm is named p arm and
long arm is called q arm. Chromosomes have to do
duplication to prepare cell division and to make genetic
information that is the same to daughter cells and has to
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make sure that number of chromosomes that appropriate
have been formed within new cells. And this is done
during

DNA

duplicated

replication.

chromosome

After
is

duplication,

composed

of

the
two

chromosomes that are identical known as sister
chromatids, and Joined by means of centromere.

6.4 Structure of Chromosome and its Changes

Before cell division, chromosomes have to duplicate
and break. This process is hidden different effects
including chromosomal mutations, and this may lead to
serious changes within chromosome structure. Protein
is important component in all cell activities, and at this
point, when effect comes two chromosome structures it
totally

brings

changes

to

protein

production.

Chromosome change is very harmful to individual and
can

seriously

lead

to

death.

However,

chromosome changes are out of dangers.
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some

6.5 Some of chromosomal structure changes
Translocation: this is the process by which a piece of
chromosome leaves its position to other position, and
sometimes can join with non homologous chromosome
which brings changes and consequences to the
individual and later to generation.
Deletion: this is a type of chromosome mutation
whereby chromosome breaks and genetic material
disappear and lost in cell division process.
Duplication: this is the process by which a cell
produces his copies with number of chromosome that
are the same. However, some errors may happen and
lead chromosomal changes.
Inversion: this is the process by which the segment
of broken chromosome is reversed and inserted back
into the chromosome. If the insertion is processed with
centromere, the process is called pericentric inversion.
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If it is done only with chromosome chromatids it is
called paracentric inversion.
Isochromosome: this a change of chromosome
structure, resulting from centromere which divides
improperly. It may have two short arm or two long arm.

6.6 Changes of chromosome number

Mutation in chromosomes may result in having
abnormalities of chromosome number, and is known on
the term aneuploidy, Aneuploid cells are created due to
breaking of chromosomes or nondisjunction errors that
can exist when cell is dividing on both meiosis and
mitosis. Nondisjunction refers to the failure of identical
or homologous chromosomes in terms of separating
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properly during cell division. It can lead to over or
missing number of chromosomes.

Problems of Sex

chromosome abnormalities and defects may happen due
to nondisjunction can mostly bring us to conditions
like Klinefelter and Turner syndromes. In Klinefelter
syndrome, males are with one or more extra X sex
chromosomes. In Turner syndrome, females found with
only one X sex chromosome.
Mutation in chromosomes may lead to individual
having more than on haploid termed as polyploidy. We
say haploid cell when referring to a cell with one
complete set of chromosomes. In human sex cells there
is a haploid and composed of 1 complete set of 23
chromosomes. For somatic cells are diploid and contain
2 complete sets of 23 chromosomes. If changes and
mutation happen it may lead to triploidy which means
that a cell has 3 haploid.
6.7 Sex-Linked Mutations

Mutations can happen on genes that reside on sex
chromosomes known as sex-linked genes. These genes
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on either the X chromosome or the Y chromosome
determine the genetic characteristics of sex-linked traits.
A gene mutation that happens on the X chromosome
can be dominant or recessive. X-linked dominant
disorders are expressed in both males and females. Xlinked recessive disorders are expressed in males and
can be masked in females if the female's second X
chromosome is normal. Y chromosome linked disorders
are expressed only in males.
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Questions for evaluation

1. Explain the term genetic mutation
2. Distinguish chromosome and gene mutation.
3. Clearly, show steps of chromosome and gene
mutation, which part does gene mutation take
place?
4. Mutation in sexual chromosomes may lead
different disorders and also sterility; explain
how this sterility takes place due to sexual
chromosome mutation.
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7. CELL NUCLEUS

The nucleus is a spherical-shaped organelle present in
every eukaryotic cell. The cell nucleus (cell nuclei in
plural) is a membrane bound structure that contains the
cell's hereditary information and controls the cell's
growth and reproduction.
The nucleus is the most prominent organelle as
compared to other cell organelles, which accounts for
about 10 percent of the cell's volume. In general, an
eukaryotic cell has only one nucleus. However, some
eukaryotic cells are enucleate cells (without nucleus),
for instance, red blood cells (RBCs); while, some are
multinucleate (consists of two or more nuclei), for
instance, slime molds. Nucleus is separated from the
rest of the cell or the cytoplasm by a nuclear membrane
that encloses all other nuclear components. Normal
nucleus structure encompasses nuclear membrane,
nucleoplasm, chromosomes and nucleolus.
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Nuclear Membrane

The nuclear membrane is a double-layered structure
that encloses the contents of the nucleus. The outer
layer of the membrane is connected to the endoplasmic
reticulum. A fluid-filled space or perinuclear space is
present between the two layers of a nuclear membrane.
The nucleus communicates with the remaining of the
cell or the cytoplasm through several openings called
nuclear pores. Such nuclear pores are the sites for
exchange of large molecules (proteins and RNA)
between the nucleus and cytoplasm
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Chromosomes
Chromosomes are present in the form of strings of
DNA

and

histones

(protein

molecules)

called

chromatin. The chromatin is further classified into
heterochromatin

and

euchromatin

based

on

the

functions. The former type is a highly condensed,
transcriptionally inactive form, mostly present adjacent
to the nuclear membrane. On the other hand,
euchromatin is a delicate, less condensed organization
of chromatin, which is found abundantly in a
transcribing cell.
Nucleolus
The nucleolus (plural nucleoli) is a dense, sphericalshaped structure present inside the nucleus. Some of the
eukaryotic organisms have nucleus that contains up to
four nucleoli. The nucleolus plays an indirect role in
protein synthesis by producing ribosomes. These
ribosomes are cell organelles made up of RNA and
proteins; they are transported to the cytoplasm, which
are then attached to the endoplasmic reticulum.
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Ribosomes
They are the protein-producing organelles of a cell.
Nucleolus disappears when a cell undergoes division
and is reformed after the completion of cell division.

Functions of nucleus
Cell nucleus has important roles in cellular
activities. Its roles are showed by its components as
discussed above as they are summarized below;

Storage of hereditary material, the genes in the form
of long and thin DNA strands known as chromatin
Storage of proteins and RNA (ribonucleic acid) in
the

nucleolus.

Nucleus is a site for transcription in which
messenger RNA (mRNA) are produced for protein
synthesis.
Exchange of hereditary molecules (DNA and RNA)
between the nucleus and the other parts of the cell.
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During the cell division, chromatins are arranged
into chromosomes in the nucleus.
Production of ribosomes (protein factories) in the
nucleolus.
Selective transportation of regulatory factors and
energy molecules through nuclear pores.
Questions for evaluation
1. Mention parts of nucleus and their functions
2. Mention 2 nucleic acid found in nucleus
3. Do all livings have a real nucleus? Explain
4. What is the role of chromatin?
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8. BODY TISSUES

The term tissue is used to describe a group of cells
found together in the body. The cells within a tissue
share a common embryonic origin. Microscopic
observation reveals that the cells in a tissue share
morphological features and are arranged in an orderly
pattern that achieves the tissue’s functions. From the
evolutionary perspective, tissues appear in more
complex organisms. For example, multicellular protists,
ancient eukaryotes, do not have cells organized into
tissues.
Although there are many types of cells in the human
body, they are organized into four broad categories of
tissues:
epithelial, connective, muscle, and nervous. Each of
these categories is characterized by specific functions
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that contribute to the overall health and maintenance of
the body. A disruption of the structure is a sign of injury
or disease. Such changes can be detected through
histology,

the

microscopic

study

of

tissue

appearance, organization, and function.
8.1 Embryonic Origin of Tissues
The zygote, or fertilized egg, is a single cell formed
by the fusion of an egg and sperm. After fertilization the
zygote gives rise to rapid mitotic cycles, generating
many cells to form the embryo. The first embryonic
cells generated have the ability to differentiate into any
type of cell in the body and, as such, are called
totipotent, meaning each has the capacity to divide,
differentiate, and develop into a new organism. As cell
proliferation progresses, three major cell lineages are
established within the embryo. Each of these lineages of
embryonic cells forms the distinct germ layers from
which all the tissues and organs of the human body
eventually form. Each germ layer is identified by its
relative

position:

ectoderm

(ecto-

=

“outer”),

mesoderm (meso- = “middle”), and endoderm (endo92

= “inner”). Note that epithelial tissue originates in all
three layers, whereas nervous tissue derives primarily
from the ectoderm and muscle tissue from mesoderm.

8.2 Types of Tissues
There are three main types of body tissues;
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Epithelial tissue, also referred to as epithelium,
refers to the sheets of cells that cover exterior surfaces
of the body, lines internal cavities and passageways, and
forms certain glands. Connective tissue, as its name
implies, binds the cells and organs of the body together
and functions in the protection, support, and integration
of all parts of the body. Muscle tissue is excitable,
responding to stimulation and contracting to provide
movement, and occurs as three major types: skeletal
(voluntary) muscle, smooth muscle, and cardiac
muscle in the heart. Nervous tissue is also excitable,
allowing the propagation of electrochemical signals in
the form of nerve impulses that communicate between
different regions of the body (Fig.1).
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The next level of organization is the organ, where
several types of tissues come together to form a
working unit. Just as knowing the structure and function
of cells helps you in your study of tissues, knowledge of
tissues will help you understand how organs function.

Figure 1. Four Types of Tissue: Body. The four types
of tissues are exemplified in nervous tissue, stratified
squamous epithelial tissue, cardiac muscle tissue, and
connective tissue in small intestine.
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Epithelial Tissues
Epithelial tissues are widespread throughout the
human body. They form the covering of all body
surfaces, lining body cavities and hollow organs, and
are the major tissue in glands. Epithelial tissues offer in
important roles in body which include protection,
secretion, absorption, excretion, filtration, diffusion, and
sensory reception.
The cells in epithelial tissue are tightly packed
together with very little intercellular matrix. Because
the tissues form coverings and linings, the cells have
one free surface that is not in contact with other cells.
Opposite the free surface, the cells are attached to
underlying connective tissue by a non-cellular basement
membrane.

This

membrane

is

a

mixture

of

carbohydrates and proteins secreted by the epithelial
and connective tissue cells.
Epithelial cells are present in different forms such as
squamous, cuboidal, or columnar in shape and may be
arranged in single or multiple layers
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Simple cuboidal epithelium: these cells are
found in glandular tissue and in the kidney
tubules.
Simple columnar epithelium: lines the stomach
and intestines.
Pseudostratified columnar epithelium: lines
portions of the respiratory tract and some of the
tubes of the male reproductive tract.
Transitional epithelium can be distended or
stretched.

Glandular epithelium is specialized to produce
and

secrete
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substances.

Connective Tissues

Connective tissues bind structures together, form a
framework and support for organs and the body as a
whole, store fat, transport substances, protect against
disease, and help repair tissue damage. They occur
throughout

the

body.

Connective

tissues

are

characterized by an abundance of intercellular matrix
with relatively few cells. Connective tissue cells are
able to reproduce but not as rapidly as epithelial cells.
Most connective tissues have a good blood supply but
some do not. Numerous cell types are found in
connective tissue. Three of the most common are the
fibroblast, macrophage, and mast cell. The types of
connective tissue include loose connective tissue,
adipose tissue, dense fibrous connective tissue, elastic
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connective tissue, cartilage, osseous tissue (bone), and
blood.

Numerous cell types are found in connective tissue.
Three of the most common are the fibroblast,
macrophage, and mast cell. The types of connective
tissue include loose connective tissue, adipose tissue,
dense fibrous connective tissue, elastic connective
tissue, cartilage, osseous tissue (bone), and blood.
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Muscle Tissue

Muscle tissue is composed of cells that have the
special ability to shorten or contract in order to produce
movement of the body parts. Muscle tissue is highly
cellular and is well supplied with blood vessels. The
cells are long and slender so they are sometimes called
muscle fibers, and these are usually arranged in bundles
or layers that are surrounded by connective tissue. Actin
and myosin are contractile proteins in muscle tissue.

Muscle tissue can be categorized into skeletal muscle
tissue, smooth muscle tissue, and cardiac muscle tissue.
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Skeletal

muscle

fibers:

are

cylindrical,

multinucleated, striated, under voluntary control.

Smooth muscle cells: are spindle shaped, have a
single, centrally located nucleus, and lack
striations and they are involuntary muscles.

Cardiac muscle: has branching fibers, one
nucleus per cell, striations, and intercalated
disks. Its contraction is not under voluntary
control.
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Cardiac muscle

Nervous Tissue
Found in the brain, spinal cord, and nerves
responsible for coordinating and controlling many
body activities. Stimulates muscle contraction,
creates an awareness of the environment, and plays
a major role in emotions, memory, and reasoning.
To do all these things, cells in nervous tissue need to
be able to communicate with each other by way of
electrical nerve impulses through cells in nervous
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tissue that generate and conduct impulses called
neurons or nerve cells.


These cells have three principal parts: the
dendrites, the cell body, and one axon. The main
part of the cell, the part that carries on the
general functions, is the cell body.

 Dendrites are extensions, or processes, of the
cytoplasm that carry impulses to the cell body.
An extension or process called an axon carries
impulses away from the cell body.

Nervous tissue also includes cells that do not
transmit impulses, but instead support the activities of
the neurons.
These are the glial cells (neuroglial cells), together
termed the neuroglia. Supporting, or glia, cells bind
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neurons together and insulate the neurons. Some are
phagocytic and protect against bacterial invasion, while
others provide nutrients by binding blood vessels to the
neurons.

Neuroglia

TISSUE
MEMBRANES (body
membranes)

These are thin sheets of tissue that cover the body,
line body cavities, and cover organs within the cavities
in hollow organs. They can be categorized into
epithelial and connective tissue membrane.
Epithelial membranes
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Epithelial membranes consist of epithelia which are
the mucous membranes and serous membranes.
Mucous Membranes: epithelial membranes that
consist of epithelial tissue that is attached to an
underlying loose connective tissue. These membranes,
sometimes called mucosae, line the body cavities that
open to the outside. The entire digestive tract is lined
with mucous membranes. Other examples include the
respiratory, excretory, and reproductive tracts.
Serous Membranes: Serous membranes line body
cavities that do not open directly to the outside, and
they cover the organs located in those cavities. Serous
membranes are covered by a thin layer of serous fluid
that is secreted by the epithelium.Serous fluid lubricates
the membrane and reduces friction and abrasion when
organs in the thoracic or abdominopelvic cavity move
against each other or the cavity wall. Serous membranes
have special names given according to their location,
for example, the serous membrane that lines the
thoracic cavity and covers the lungs is called pleura.
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Connective Tissue Membranes
The connective tissue membrane is formed solely
from connective tissue. These membranes encapsulate
organs, such as the kidneys, and line our movable joints
like synovial membranes and meninges. A synovial
membrane is a type of connective tissue membrane that
lines the cavity of a freely movable joint. For example,
synovial membranes surround the joints of the shoulder,
elbow, and knee meninges are the connective tissue
covering the brain and spinal cord, within the cranial
and dorsal cavities, these membranes provide protection
to the organs covered by them.
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Question for evaluation

1. What are tissues?
2. Give an example of connective tissues and
explain their function in a human body.
3. Where does epithelial tissues found?
4. What is difference between muscles and
epithelial tissues
5. Differentiate a cell and tissue
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